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Type Specimen Book

         A Brief Look at Type
Movable Type
Movable type, developed by Johannes Gutenberg in the 15th century, has been called one of the
great inventions of mankind: because of it, printed knowledge became accessible to more than
just the learned few. It could be said without exaggeration that movable type is responsible for
the so-called Information Age, our own age.

Not surprisingly, early type was based exclusively on handwritten characters; it mimicked the
strokes of a master scribe’s pen.

Type evolved quickly, but many typefaces still show vestiges of their handwritten origins. The
most obvious vestige is the serif, which appears in more than half the typefaces in existence
today. The serif replicates the mark a pen might make as it lifted from paper at the end of a
stroke. In addition, many of these serif typefaces have thick and thin strokes, such as would be
produced by a pen.

Type Design
Typefaces have been classified many different ways, but there are two traditional categories: serif
and sans serif. As mentioned above, serif characters have horizontal strokes at the tops and
bottoms of their verticals, and they often display thick and thin strokes.

Serif Sans Serif Serif Sans Serif

Sans serif characters have no serifs; it is that simple.

Of the two, sans serif typefaces are the more recent design, but serif typefaces are still being
created, and they do outnumber the sans serifs.

Measurement
Type is traditionally measured in points and picas, a system similar to inches and feet: 12 points
equal one pica. The increments of pica measurement are very small (6 picas or 72 points equal
one inch) and are thus very appropriate for measuring type.

The point size of a given font is measured from the top of the font’s ascenders to the bottom of its
descenders. A font’s cap height is the measure of the height of an uppercase (capital) letter; its x-
height is the measure of a lowercase (small) letter.
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The traditional measurement between lines of type, called leading (and pronounced ledding), is
measured in points from baseline to baseline. (Some typesetting systems, such as Adobe
PageMaker, allow you to choose from “Baseline,” “Top of Caps,” and “Proportional.") The
baseline of a line of type runs parallel to the bottom of a font’s x-height.

Fixed and Proportional Spacing
The spacing between characters in a font can be either fixed or proportional. Fixed spacing
places every character in an invisible “cell” that is equal to the width of a capital “M” in that
font. Typewriters and word processors generally use fixed spacing. Proportional spacing assigns
each character a cell based upon the actual width of the character.
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Kerning
Kerning is a process that moves optically distant letter pairs closer together than their cells would
normally allow. A proportional font need not be kerned to be readable; script fonts, for example,
may not be kerned. However, kerning is a mark of typographic quality, and a well-made font will
have kerning information built into it, so that all its optically distant letter pairs are affected. The
fonts in the Arts & Letters BOSS Fonts package have been kerned, most with over 100 kerning
pairs, and some with more than 400. Arts & Letters allows you further control of kerning pairs;
you can specify from 0% (no kerning) to 100% (full kerning).

Raster Typefaces
Raster typefaces are composed of bitmapped images of individual characters at different sizes.
Each font file contains a pixel-by-pixel representation of each character. Because a separate file
of images is required for each size, raster typefaces are available to the user in graduated steps: 8
point, 10 point, 12 point, 14 point, 18 point, 24 point, etc. There are no steps between the sizes.
Users can rescale the resultant images, but because the letterforms are bitmaps, jagged edges will
become apparent.

Because of the fixed size and scaling limitations, raster typefaces are not widely used.

Vector Typefaces
Vector typefaces are composed of either Bezier curve or quadratic curve descriptions of the
outlines of font characters. Because of this, there is only one file for each font; the print
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controller generates the correct image for whatever size the user specifies. Some vector fonts
(such as those on the Arts & Letters BOSS Fonts CD-ROM) are designed with “hinting,” an
automatic process whereby letterforms are subtly and automatically altered to produce an
optimum appearance, no matter what size they are printed, whether 6 points or 600. Vector
typefaces come in two varieties: PostScript Type 1 (which utilize cubic Bezier curves) and
TrueType (which utilize quadratic curves).

PostScript, a page-description language developed by Adobe, is the graphics industry standard
for imaging text, graphics, and images. Because they are versatile and predictable, PostScript
type fonts are also a standard in the graphic industry. Their font description files (.PFB and
.PFM) are roughly half the size of TrueType files, which confers some storage advantage, but the
Adobe Type Manager (ATM), a font handling program, is required in order to install and utilize
PostScript fonts.

TrueType fonts were originally developed by Apple to compete with PostScript fonts. TrueType
font files (.FOT and .FON) are roughly twice the size of PostScript font files, which could cause
storage concerns. (The larger size is due partly to the quadratic curves used by TrueType fonts
requiring three points, as opposed to the two points used in Bezier curves.) On the other hand,
because TrueType is supported by Microsoft Windows, no additional font-handling program,
such as ATM, is required by the user. The “Fonts” dialog box, in the Windows Control panel, is
all that is needed to install and use TrueType fonts.

The fonts on the Arts & Letters Boss FONTS CD are provided in both PostScript and TrueType
format, in order to give users the greatest flexibility.

Books About Typography
Typography is an art, and as such, it is quite beyond the scope of this booklet. There are a great
many books about the subject of typography, and we have listed a few here.

The History and Technique of Lettering, by Alexander Nesbitt (New York: Dover Publications,
1957).

The Alphabet and Elements of Lettering, by Frederic W. Goudy (New York: Dover Publications,
1963).

Better Type, by Betty Binns (New York: Watson-Guptill, 1989).

First Principles of Typography, by Stanley Morrison (Cambridge: University Press, 1951).

Typography, A Manual of Design, by Emil Ruder (Niederteufen, Switzerland: Arthur Niggli,
Ltd., 1977).

Designing with Type; A Basic Course in Typography, by James Craig and Susan E. Meyer (New
York: Watson-Guptill Publications, 1980).

Manuale Typographicum, by Herman Zapf (Frankfurt, New York: Z-Presse, 1968).

American Typography Today, by Rob Carter (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1989).

Homage to the Alphabet; A Typeface Sourcebook (Rockport, Massachusetts: Rockport
Publishers, 1991).
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